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From Pencil
to Mouse and
Beyond:
Integrating
Drawing
with Other
ImageMaking and
Production

A Brochure Cover / Paone Design Associates United States

In a professional practice, so dramatically
inﬂuenced by digital and photographic
media, using drawing as an approach is
challenging in many respects. There is,
of course, an often-perceived disconnect
between imagery that is generated by
hand, with its characteristic roughness
and gestural spontaneity, and what
is slick, hard-edged, or photographic.
Overcoming this disconnect is simply
done by attuning the form language of
the drawing to best correspond to that of
other pictorial material, while considering
the two simultaneously for how they will
interact when juxtaposed. Corollary to
this perception is another, that a drawn
image must remain separate from digital
and photographic forms as a kind of
sacred element that can not inﬂuence,
or be inﬂuenced by, the latter. Once a
drawn image is brought into a digital
environment—and further, given that
drawing may be accomplished digitally
and photographically—it affords a
designer new opportunities for investigation and reﬁnement, in which digital tools
may be used to alter the original work, or
the drawing hybridized with photographic
elements as a totality.
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B Hand-drawn studies of visual languages derived from a study of

geographical and survey maps at small scale, both in graphite and
colored pencil

C A photograph of snow with

grain enhanced and a charcoal
tracing overlayed

D Translations of mapping syntax drawn with

E Vector-drawn translation of

vector-based tools in a software program

a local river

In this cover for a brochure promoting a
university program focused on regional
planning /A /, approaches that originated
in research and sketching were translated
into other media. The designer explored
visual languages derived from mapping
elements—topographic contours, spatial
grids, and graph data associated with
surveying—ﬁrst in sketch form and then
as vector elements /B, D /. A reductive
translation of a river /E /, local to the
university, was drawn in a software
program. Population density images were
simpliﬁed and re-envisioned as vector
dots. A photograph of snow /C /, on the
other hand—which imparted seasonality
as well as a dual interpretation as a
landscape—was used as a photograph;
its textural contours and gestural rhythm
clearly embody qualities seen in the
designer’s sketches, almost acting as a
drawing as-is, but the designer enhanced
it with an overlayed charcoal tracing.
Together, these components—because
of their identity as drawn images, but
evolved through the respective media of
their execution—integrate seamlessly in
the realized cover.

Another, more practical concern is how
to translate effectively a drawing digitally and to manipulate it with regard to
production, speciﬁcally in print. Different
methods yield not only varying degrees
of ﬁnesse for desirable reproduction and
an impact on ﬁle size, but also limitations
and possibilities for layout, coloration,
and printing techniques. Some methods
are more appropriate for retaining ﬁne
detail and authenticity; others for keeping
ﬁle size small, or when the designer
intends to use it in a particular way.
The nature of the drawing itself directs
the designer toward best practices
with regard to production, as its form
language and composition do with regard
to conceptual and visual unity in the ﬁnal,
designed expression.
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Production
Mechanics
For drawings that will be used as a
template to trace or remake with vector
drawing tools, scanning at a very high
reslution is also important. This is particularly true for highly reﬁned translations
and letterform designs /B / where weight
proportions, the ﬂuidity of curves, and
transitions between curved and straight
forms are ﬁnessed to extreme tolerances.
Scanning at a lower resolution—even
at 300 dpi—is unlikely to capture the
hair’s-width changes in a letter’s stroke
weights, critical for optical balance; it is
equally unlikely to accurately translate
curves (especially very subtle ones), given
that these are captured in an orthogonal
grid of pixels; the more pixels available,
the more detailed the curve translation.

The ﬁrst act of integration on a
purely mechanical level is scanning.
For drawings that will remain in their
original form, or either will be reconstructed or form the basis of some
further manipulation, scanning is
the obvious ﬁrst step in bringing the
drawing into the production-focused
phases of the design process.
Most ﬂatbed scanners currently available
in the mainstream market, at very reasonable prices, are capable of capturing
images at extremely high resolution,
usually far in excess of what is needed or
even used by high-end imagesetters that
create separations and make plates for
printing. However, such high resolution
capability—upwards of 3000 dpi—is still
important to ensure the accuracy of the
captured image, especially for textural,
ﬁnely detailed drawings with extremely
subtle variations in tonality.
The more information included in the
scan of such images the better (for
more subtle control during editing), even
though much of this information will
be discarded by the imagesetter during
output. A scan resolution of at least 1200
dpi, possibly greater, is usually desirable.

A Comparison of an enlarged detail of the

same image at different scan resolutions: 300
dpi (top); 600 dpi (middle); 1200 dpi (bottom)

When comparing a print-resolution (300
dpi) scan, with others at 600 dpi and
1200 dpi, respectively, you can easily see
how much more minute textural detail is
evident /A /. This textural detail, though
very small, will help designers retain
areas of very light value and delicate
detail should they need to adjust the
image’s contrast and tonality levels in
an image-editing program. Without this
information, the potential to eradicate
subtle areas may become a problem.

B The information in a low-resolution scan

(top) may not be sufﬁcient to accurately trace
subtle forms with vector drawing tools; note
the detail that is present in a 2500 dpi scan of
the same form (bottom) and its implication for
the vector tracing.

Screen-based environments are
inﬁnitely forgiving and ﬂexible when
it comes to working with images—
their low display resolution obviates
the need for the pixel detail
described above, and in terms of
manipulation and display, anything
is possible. Print, on the other hand,
requires great attention not only to
resolution, but also to the choice of
ﬁle format so that images appear the
right way when ink hits paper.
There are only two reliable ﬁle
formats for images in a print context:
the bitmap format (pixel-based,
or TIFF) and the Postscript format
(vector-based, or EPS). Each is used
for speciﬁc purposes, and each
has particular ramiﬁcations for
production.
Bitmap ﬁles, or TIFFs, replicate
continuous tone through changes
in grayscale or chromatic value of
pixels; this format is best suited for
textural, continuous-tone drawings
of a photographic nature.
The EPS format encapsulates the
parts of an image as vector-drawn
objects; it is best suited for reductive
images because it can not typically
render gradation without drastically
increasing the ﬁle size; further, it
describes contours as mathematical
algorithms deﬁned by point- and
line-segments, and so usually
enhances the ﬂuidity of forms, especially curves. For these reasons, font
drawings and logos are most often
rendered in this (or a very closely
related) format.

F The vector-based clipping path allows an

image to be silhouetted from its background.

There are two basic kinds of TIFF format:
one integrates numerous values (grayscale, CMYK, or RGB), and the other is
composed of only two values, black and
white (bitmap TIFFs). The CMYK and RGB
TIFFS /C / can not be edited within page
layout software, while grayscale /D /
and bitmap TIFFs may be colorized and
manipulated by changing their blending
modes. The bitmap TIFF /E / is also transparent: while its black pixel content (the
image positive) is opaque, its white pixel
content is invisible. Only images of this
format may be placed over objects below
them and remain see-through. When
converting an image from continuous
tone (which must be of grayscale mode)
to bitmap, the designer may employ
different rendering options: the threshold
option interprets gray values as being
lighter or darker than 50 percent black
and converts each accordingly, resulting
in a high-contrast image; the halftone
option allows the designer to specify a
screen shape and resolution for a print
halftone; the dithering options create
halftones of randomized texture, rather
than grid-based formations of dots or
lines, which may appear more organic
/E /. At high resolution conversions, the
bitmap TIFF retains all the detail of
the original, but also radically reduces
ﬁle size.

C CMYK TIFFs render images in process color

(top), used for printing; RGB TIFFs render color
optically using light-based primaries (bottom)
and often present printing problems.

In creating vector-based EPS ﬁles from a
scanned drawing, it’s usually important
to not auto-trace the source image; this
will result in extremely complex vector
shapes made up of hundreds, if not
thousands, of points and line segments
and consequently, ﬁles of huge size that
will often become corrupted. When
tracing a scanned image, it is therefore
desirable to render the form with as few
points and line segments as possible.
The designer must look for the places
around the form’s contour where a single
point, whether an angle, curve, or transition point, can be placed to allow for the
most extensive control of the surrounding
contour. / H /.

G Duotone variations, in which each of two ink

colors is more or less dominant, must be grayscale images saved in the EPS format.

D Grayscale TIFFs are typically used for black-

and-white continuous tone images.

The EPS format may include color,
render tone, or be pure positive/negative. While it can not be altered within
a page layout program, its outer contour
may be deﬁned as a clipping path that
allows it to be silhouetted as an irregular
shape /F /, and saving ﬁles in this format
typically results in relatively smaller ﬁle
sizes. In spot color printing applications,
continuous tone images may be colorized
with two, three, or four ink colors (using
the duotone mode function /G / of imagemanipulation software); despite such
images’ tonal variation, this format is the
only one that will translate spot-color,
ink-speciﬁc coloration as applied to the
image’s tonal values. The designer may
select not only which ink colors to use,
but also how each ink color’s density is
applied to corresponding tonal, valuebased densities in the image.
H Compare the results of auto-tracing a

E Bitmap TIFFs represent only pure black or

white. Tonality achieved during export: dot
halftone (top), line screen (middle), or diffusion
dither (bottom).

complex form (top) and tracing it manually
using the Bezier pen tool (bottom); fewer
points, with speciﬁcally controlled line
segments, result in cleaner images of lower
ﬁle size.
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Form language
parity

Production
Techniques
and Aesthetic
Integration

Because the designer is free to construct
a drawn image to not only capture a
subject or convey meaning in the most
appropriate way possible, the most direct
strategy for unifying drawing with photographic image material is to purposely
develop its language and compositional
structure to reﬂect the latter’s formal
qualities. Approaches to creating such
parity may trade on very broad, immediately recognizable structural and compositional relationships or, alternatively, call
attention to more subtle elements within
the photograph—exaggerating them or,
perhaps, restating them indirectly.
Two versions of an advertisement
shown here illustrate these extremes of
approach. The ﬁrst pairs a photograph
with a gestural ﬁgure drawing /A / whose
major axes, as well as distribution of
overall linearity and mass, echo those
seen in the photograph. The second
version takes a textural approach, paring
the photograph with a composition of
non-pictorial elements /B /. While the
irregular, dot-like formation of ink-blots
relates more literally to the ﬂower
details in the tie, diagonal linear forms
reproduce the tie’s sharply detailed linear
patterning, but in a less direct way.

A Drawing and photography related by similarity of shape and axis

B Creating a more subtle relationship using tonality and texture in a drawing

that is similar to those in a photograph

Masking
Drawn images may be digitally masked
into larger, environmental forms within
a photograph (opaquely or with transparency applied) /F /, or within vector-based
planes or typographic forms; and photographic imagery may also be masked
into drawn or typographic forms /G / —
even those that are exceptionally textural
or gestural.

Juxtaposition,
overlap, and
transparency
Drawn image elements that are—or
must remain—clearly different in form
language than that of accompanying
photographic or digital image elements
may be integrated simply by clustering
them /C /; the viewer’s consideration
of the grouping as a whole promotes a
perception of synergy among the formal
attributes of the cluster’s components,
while each retains its inherent language
difference. Allowing drawn elements to
cross the boundaries of inset, cropped
photographs and so exaggerating their
contrasting qualities, establishes a similarly dynamic, interactive dialogue.
Following the logic of juxtaposition,
overprinting drawn elements /D / with
photographic ones will enhance the
apparent relationship between the two.
As the drawn image seamlessly joins
a photograph’s space by appearing to
pass through it in to the surounding area,
it will become simultaneous with the
photograph and the compositional space.
Affecting the relative opacity of each
element /E / may further contribute to
their visual unity.
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C Simple clustering creates an integrated totality from

From Pencil
to Mouse—
and Beyond

disparate elements.

F Drawn elements masked into a silhouetted

photographic form

D A drawn element overprinting a photograph

G Photographic imagery masked into a

drawn typographic form

E A photograph made digitally transparent over

an underlying drawing
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Type and image
congruity

Manipulation
Strategies
Whether by importing an independently
generated drawing /A / that has been
scanned, or working directly into a photographic image ﬁle with the drawing tools
available in image-editing software /B /,
the native character and texture may not
only be simply inﬂuenced, but dramatically altered by drawing. Mark-making,
collage, and montage strategies all may
be used in any combination.

A A hand-generated ink drawing scanned and embedded

into a photographic image

One of the most challenging unifying
conditions to achieve in any design
context is a visual relationship between
type and image. Whether in response to
a photograph /D /, or to an image that is
also drawn /E /, a designer’s ﬁrst focus
may be one of selecting typefaces that
express some formal quality to be seen
in the image—similar rhythms in bold
and light, softness and sharpness, strokeand-counter alternation, and so on.

Conversely, the photographic ﬁlters
available in image-editing software may
be applied to a drawing /C /, either in its
entirety or selectively. Warping, skewing,
scaling, distorting, blurring, and extreme
contrast adjustments /D /, as well as color
balance, all offer compelling possibilities.

D Textural and shaping relationships between details in
B Drawing and textural effects created within a photo-

various typeface drawings and those in a photograph.

graph, using the tools available in an image-editing program

E A designer may also deﬁne similar relationships between

typefaces and other drawn imagery.

C An original drawing, distorted and repeated in overlap,

takes on photographic qualities.

Color language
Enforcing similarities—and clear optical
relationships /H /, whether analogous,
complementary, or value-, saturation-,
or temperature-based between photographic, drawn, and typographic elements
also accomplishes aesthetic unity among
these disparate forms while maintaining
their individuality. Systematic approaches
allow for variation and spatial separation
with greater complexity /I /.
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F Text elements may be sized, shaped, and positioned to literally

restate elements within an associated image.

H Clear hue and saturation relationships help unify drawn and

photographic imagery.

the Suskind formula.

G Formal elements in the image may also be extended outward,

reinterpreted—or even contrasted—by text composition.

Given that text often is designed neutrally
to accompany supporting images, the
designer may also look to the composition of the text forms—column widths,
high/low position, axis logic—to achieve
unity between image and type within
the format’s space. Such interplay may be
accomplished by repeating the shapes of
existing elements or spatial breaks within
the image /F /. But another option is to
extrapolate the image’s compositional
qualities into surrounding space: not

simply restating them, but reinterpreting
them in variation—at different scales or
values; with similar gesture or shaping,
but in different positions; and even
evoking clear contrasts between the text
and image elements /G /.

I A similar progression in temperature and value is expressed

by a photograph, drawing, and typograpgraphic hierarchy
within a layout.
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Editoral/
Environmental
graphics/
Animation/
Signage/
Website
experience/
Packaging
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Processes

Following are ﬁve project case studies
that demonstrate the use of drawing as
a design process that, while following
some expected similarities, are as unique
to the designers and as to the projects
themselves. These projects present a
diversity of application for comparison,
from posters and editorial, illustrative
work to the development of logos, animations, and online website experiences.
Each is shown in its entirety, from initial
research to concept development through
successive stages of reiteration, reﬁnement, and ﬁnal solution.
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Bizu Design
São Paulo / Brazil

Visual
Identity
and
Applications for
a Cultural
Festival

Graphic designer Ana Starling, with the
support of colleagues in the studio BIZU,
was asked to develop an identity for the
South American Festival of Arabic Culture
in 2010—the festival’s inaugural year.
With an eye toward creating a brand that
could be implemented immediately and
updated in subsequent years, Starling
framed the problem as a search for a
language that could be easily updated,
as well as one that could be ﬂexible for
the tremendous number of applications
the festival would require. Furthermore,
the diversity of Arabic culture necessitated a unifying, non-culturally speciﬁc
visual style.

A Typical examples of Islamic decoration

Photographs ©Thomas Samara

Upon deﬁning this atomic element, she
set about using it to build the festival’s
primary logo /B /. By ﬁlling in the triangular modules, she explored a variety
of patterns that were contemporary, but
clearly rooted in the tradition of Arabic
imagery. Numerous sketches resulted in
a basic logo form that exhibits line/dot
contrast in a lively, rotational, and interlocking movement. The festival’s name
was aligned to mark along a diagonal grid
line to integrate it with the mark’s dominant visual structure /B /. Attempting to
build a logic of ﬂexibility into the identity
from the ground up, Starling determined
that the base mark could itself be varied:
ﬁrst, by reorganizing its internal parts /C /;
and second, by allowing its elements to
be colored in different ways. From among
the collection of images she had studied,
Starling extracted an extensive palette
/D / of 70 hues typical of the desert
environment, architecture, textiles, and
artwork (a selection is shown).

Starling immersed herself in the culture
by studying photographs of people, art,
and architecture. Almost immediately
(and luckily, given a short deadline), she
was struck by a consistent aspect of
Arabic alphabetical ornament: repeating
hexagonal and triangular axes /A /.
Starling distilled this geometry into a
grid of diagonals and horizontals,
providing an essential building block—
a triangular module—that she could
reconﬁgure endlessly.

B The designer’s base construction grid of diagonals and horizontals underpins the symbol

and typographic components of the logo.

A brief series of further tests revealed
the diagonal drawing grid’s potential
to generate compositions of elements
whose mass and linearity could radically
vary—all while remaining indisputably
related to each other /E, F, G /. With the
deadline approaching, Starling and
associates from BIZU set about applying
the new language to the festival’s myriad
promotional and collateral materials /H /.

F A study with type to test compositional ideas

in relation to the diagonal grid
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G Repeating and overlapping the logo side-by-side,

E The designer brieﬂy experimented with

color and compositional possibilities based on
the underlying grid, color palette, and the
logo’s modularity.

demonstrates continued recognizability even though
the logo is no longer explicitly present.

C The modular language allows for a

logo that can be reconﬁgured without
confusing its identity.

D An extensive palette of colors was

extracted after researching photographs
of Arabic art, textiles, architecture, and
street scenes.

H A ﬁne arts print, made for sale, experiments with

transparency and overprinting.

Selected
Case Studies:
Visual
Identity for
a Cultural
Festival
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Early print applications produced for the
ﬁrst festival hint at the identity’s potential to be endlessly refreshed in coming
years. While an intuitive expression of
the triangular grid module as a mosaic
pattern dominates /A /, radical changes
in its scale—creating planar forms—
introduces great variety in that syntax
alone /C /; it further gives rise to linear,
ribbon-like structures /B, C / that offer
added contrast.
Throughout the applications, color—
anchored by a deep, historical brown—
traverses a range of vibrant and subdued
green, turquoise, and blue; taupe, violet,
and pink; and oranges, ruddy reds, and
mustard-yellows.

A One of several posters designed to announce the festival

C The already seemingly endless options for reconﬁguring the modular

element to create new scale, line/mass, and rhythmic ideas become even
more pronounced in this limited selection of festival program covers
(upper right) and one of the endpapers (above).
B These two ﬂyers demonstrate the pattern-based language and a new

linear option created by linking strips of triangles with color.

The logo and graphic language come
alive through animation, seen in the festival’s promotional TV ad /D /. Accompanied
by contemporary Middle-Eastern music,
the symbol ﬁrst draws itself in and then
expands outward in a continually shifting
arrangement of plane and line forms.
Although completely nonpictorial, the
language succinctly identiﬁes the
culture and, through the movement of
its changing attributes and extension
outward into the frame space, suggests
the evolution and far-reaching inﬂuence
of Arabic culture.
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F These screens show alternate color

schemes that are randomly applied as the
user browses.

In the website, transparency as an effect
returns in a short launch animation
on the home page /E / as the identity’s
typographic component is supplanted by
the symbol form, fading away as content
appears. The screen space itself, as well
as the logo, randomly recolor at periodic
intervals /F / while users browse the
pages; users also are able to repaint the
logo by clicking a speciﬁc button.

D A television commercial promotes the festival

with an animation of the logo drawing itself in and
then expanding into new forms.

E Transparency returns in the website; on the home page,

the symbol form constructs itself around the typographic
component, which then fades away to reveal site content.
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A

Disturbance / Richard Hart
Durban / South Africa

Branded
Packaging
for Bath
and
Skin-care
Products

Disturbance, a fourteen-member design
studio in Durban, South Africa, was
tapped to develop visual branding and
packaging for Mioja, a line of botanical
bath and skin-care products. The project
was led by Richard Hart who, together
with his sister and partner, Susie, and
Roger Jardine, a third partner, directs the
studio’s creative activities. From the project’s very beginning, the client expressed
a desire for a clean, purely typographic
solution; Hart and his team obliged /A–H /,
but as a result of the initial presentation,
the client agreed that this approach didn’t
offer very much, freeing up the team to
explore other options.

B

E

C

F

D

G

A–H Purely typographic, and icon/type,

studies from the designer’s preliminary
approach to the packaging identity

H

Perhaps because of a need for distinct
brand differentiation in a crowded
product sector and also because of his
participation in a recent exhibition
of prints, Hart found himself inspired to
pursue drawing as a primary branding
element for the packaging. Preliminary
logotype studies from the typographic
approach pitted organically-drawn typefaces for the brand logo against sharper,
geometric sans serifs / E, F, G /, both potentially useful for establishing a brand
voice for the products. One identity
concept—a negative form of the initial
M created from the organization of three
petal-like forms / G / —was discarded as
a possible logo, but did lead to a pattern
that would later become a treatment for
the interiors of the products’ boxes / H /.

I The ﬁne art print that provided Hart and his team

with inspiration for a new direction

With the print he had recently made
for the exhibition top of mind /I /, he
quickly moved to create a collection of
stylized forms that he envisioned could
be combined into various shapes and
patterns—much like the pattern in the
print that inspired him. Hart drew a
number of botanical forms—leaf, petal,
and tendril shapes, seed- and pistillike conﬁgurations of dots /J / —using
digital drawing software practically in
one sitting, without ﬁrst sketching them
by hand. None of the elements were
intended to empirically represent any
particular plant or ﬂower. Rather, they
were conceived as expressing the archetypal notions of botany and organicism
in a less literal or conventional way. Hart
presented his clients at Mioja with the
ﬁrst rough set of images to gauge their
reaction; they were, not surprisingly,
excited about the new direction.
Hart spent some time carefully adjusting
the internal masses, curves, and proportions of the individual elements before
proceeding to developing the packages.
Using a previously developed and agreed
upon palette of intense, triadic hues /K /
(for coding three different series of products within the overall line) and a unifying
neutral blue-green, Hart looked at the
various logotype options in combination
with restrained instances of his stylized botanical language /K / and quickly
decided on a neutral, geometric sans serif
face for thebrand’s logotype /L /. As his
process evolved, he became interested
in a broader, expansive presence for the
botanical imagery across the package
surfaces; a simpler typeface choice
offered contrast and allowed the imagery
to play dramatically in the format without
distraction.
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J The extensive family of intricate, and exceptionaly varied, botanical forms

was drawn in one sitting and then reﬁned.

K Rough studies using the botanical imagery with

variations in typographic approach

L Hart focused on a simple typographic presentation for the

logo and supporting information to allow the botanical imagery
to dominate the package fronts.
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Each of the products, contained in jars
within the boxes, required a label. Hart
speciﬁed jars of colored glass to match
his system, with labels carrying smaller,
simpler conﬁgurations of the botanical
image elements. Hart and his team
tested close variations in how the details
were combined /A, B, C /: swapping out
a simpler curve for a more complex one
here, adding or deleting tendril forms
or dots there. Each different botanical
image conﬁguration was positioned to
grow outward from its respective label’s
rectangular shape.

A

B
A–C Studies for labels that would appear on darkly colored
bottles examined opaque, as well as transparent, options;
Hart also tested variations on each label’s botanical image—
altering curves, swapping out more or less detail, and
adjusting rotation.

C

In the ﬁnal set of packaging /D, F /, the
stylized botanical imagery ﬂows seamlessly around the sides of the outer
boxes, connecting in a continuous rhythm
of decreasing scale from the largest box
to the smallest; each series of boxes
displays a different overall composition
of this organic visual syntax. The boxes’
interiors are covered with an intricate,
petal-like pattern /E / colored with each
product sub-series’ respective hue, while
the colored bottles are simply tagged
with a label that displays product information in a light, elegant combination
of serif and sans serif faces.

D These ﬂat schematics of the four box sizes in

one product line show how the botanical imagery
spans them as one continuous composition.

E The insides of the boxes are printed with a

pattern that follows the color coding system.
The pattern was retrieved from an early logo
study (G, H on page 116).
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F The ﬁnal system of boxes and bottles
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Estudio Diego Feijóo
Barcelona / Spain

Identity
and Graphic
Language
for a
Museum
of Wine
Making

The Vinseum, located in Barcelona,
Spain, is a small institution devoted to
Catalonian wine culture. In preparation
for its opening, the museum’s directors
enlisted the talents of Diego Feijóo and
his graphic design studio to develop an
identity. Feijóo’s body of work shows
an abiding interest in typography and
imagery that is decidedly modernist and,
as is typical of his process, he began
by deﬁning intuitively an approach for
the identity focused on a clear, simple
idea: creating a custom typeface for the
museum’s trademark made from wine
itself—transforming the neutral word
into a ﬂuid, yet stable, image that deftly
captures a deep authenticity and yet, is
friendly and accessible.

wine’s density—he created a full, custom
alphabet with alternate characters / C /.
Each instance of a given letter is unique;
one may be very light and show some
pooling of dark areas, while another
may have a heavy overall color and a
more irregular edge. A simpliﬁed, but
alternate, version of each character in the
museum’s name was arranged to create
a single logotype with subtle changes
/ D /. While the visual proﬁle of the mark
remains consistent, ﬂuctuations in the
individual letters’ texture and rhythm
change as different combinations of alternate characters are used. This variation
within a static form suggests the both
the historical context, and the continual
evolution of viniculture.

A Printing a wine-saturated letter

The designer began by selecting a
relatively bold sans-serif typeface with
which to work, choosing for simplicity
only the capitals. He traced and then cut
the letterforms from chipboard to create
printing tools and stencils. Then, using
actual wine as medium, he alternately
soaked the cut-out letters in wine to
print, and painted with the wine into the
stencils—using both techniques on the
surface of a heavy, absorbent printmaking
or watercolor paper /A, B /. By adding
wine for deeper color and wet, pooling
effects—and also blotting with paper or
thinning with water to reduce the

B Stencil forms of letters cut out and used to

print on paper with wine
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C The rawly printed alphabets are rich with detail and tonal changes.

F Signage within the museum uses neutral shapes, type,

D Slightly cleaned up, the characters of

and color to contrast the textural qualities of the identity
and the surrounding architecture.

the logotype nonetheless retain their alternate
tonal variations.

E This selection of the wayﬁnding icons exhibits the same

authentic irregularities in density and contouring as does the
logotype without sacriﬁcing clarity.

Feijóo used the same techniques to
develop drawings for various applications.
Stencils of informational icons /E /, ﬁrst
drawn in a conventionally neutral way,
were used to create the ﬁnal icons to be
used on way-ﬁnding signs /F / within the
museum itself. The icon drawings were
simply but carefully crafted for unity in
their overall style and weight proportions
but, again, using the medium of wine
elevated them from commonplace symbols
to fully-integrated, charming components
of the identity.
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An expanded repertoire of techniques—
including free-form pooling of the wine
/A / (sometimes adding further pools after
a previous layer had dried), as well as
dragging it with a sponge /B /—opened
the door to extensive imagery for other
applications. Among the majority, the
natural color of the wine used is that of
the ﬁnal piece /A /; at other times, the
painted or stenciled form is colored for
a more speciﬁc communication that may
still be relatively abstract as a visualization (for instance, in the promotional
cards in which overlapping lines of color
create the loose impression of a vineyard
/B /). Throughout printed materials, a
simple grid with ﬂexible column-widths
organizes typographic material, set in the
bold and regular weights of a gothic sans
serif and alternating between black and
a second color (selected from within the
drawing used on a given piece).

A Pooling the wine—then blotting it and allowing it to dry—

creates the individual, irregular petal shapes, which were
scanned to assemble the ﬁnal image for a promotion about
ﬂoral wines.

B Watercolor was used to introduce greater

variety in the palette; in these cards, a ﬂat
sponge-brush is used to drag the transparent
paint in linear formations.
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C Manipulating the contrast of grayscale photographic images imparts a

drawinglike quality that is enhanced by spot-color printing techniques.

Over time, Feijóo also incorporated
photographic imagery /C, D / to evolve
and refresh the program. Mindful
of the brand language’s established
emphasis on drawing, he manipulated
the photography to ensure that it integrated successfully. In one series of
mailers, images are always of objects
/C /, silhouetted from their photographic
environments to render them somewhat
more abstract and call attention to their
shapes and gestural qualities—further
emphasized by removing their local color
and presenting them in monochrome or
grayscale. Their value levels were also
altered to enhance overall contrast and
augment their shadow detail, which gives
them an even less naturalistic, almost
hand-made, look. In production, these

images are either printed directly as
colored halftones or printed as black-andwhite halftones and then surprinted—
off-register—with a color halftone of
a second hue of ink. In another series,
images are cropped within icons of wine
glasses /D /. In keeping with the idea of
transparency, the full-color photographs
are overlapped at full density, creating
unusual illustrative effects in the overlapped area that enhances the unity of
photograph and icon.

The original, wine-printed alphabet
appears in other contexts than just the
logotype, including as headers on the
website (not shown) and as a primary
typographic element on labels /E / for the
museum’s own line of bottled varietals.

D The designer integrates full-color photography into the system by cropping it into

icons; overlapping the images adds to their illustrative quality.

E Typographic applications that use the original

raw alphabets include promotional items and
labels for bottles.
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Nakano Design Ofﬁce
Tokyo / Japan

Promotional and
Environmental
Communications for
an Exhibit

As the basis of a concept that aimed
to express the individuality of the creative
process, Takeo Nakano established
handwriting as the core element of his
work for an exhibition of recent Japanese
industrial design, Prototype 03. The ﬁrst
stage of the project focused on designing
the exhibition space itself. Nakano
devised a uniform presentation platform
for each exhibitor’s work. The surface
of each platform was inscribed with a
5 x 5 cm grid /A /; Nakano asked each
of the exhibiting product designers to
display the stages of their work’s design
process across the grid /B /, and to
then explain the process for viewers in
their own handwriting, personalizing
it and making it that more accessible for
the audience.

A Nakano’s diagram of the grid layout for the

exhibitor platforms that inspired his approach to
the graphic communications

B An example of the exhibitor platform in

use during the exhibition

In translating this concept to the exhibit’s
promotional materials and on-site informational signage, Nakano asked each
of the exhibiting designers to also handwrite the exhibition’s title /C /. Further
considering his idea that the exhibition
gathered designers of a similar ﬁeld
whose work, respectively, embodied
different aesthetic characteristics,
Nakano sought to convey this sense of
identity and difference in his design for
the exhibition’s poster.

Selecting each letter of the exhibition’s
title—but from all of the handwritten
versions—and layering them transparently, he arrived at a complex form for
each letter /D / that expresses difference
within a uniform structure. He linked this
visual element with the display structure
of the exhibition’s platforms by overlaying
the display grid. By changing the opacity
and tonal levels within particular modules
of the grid /E /, Nakano added a new level
of visual interest, as well as complexity
to the notion of identity and difference.
The introduction of this new syntax
(translucent squares in a grid formation)
also provided a way to integrate photography /F / when such imagery was called
for—in particular for exhibitor bio information and product images that would
be useful for the promotional poster (see
image /A /, following page).
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D The transparent montage of the initial P,
representing all contributor writing samples;
the construction grid is overlayed.

E The designer altered the opacity of

selected modules in the grid, imposing a
second structure.

C Selected handwriting samples of the exhibition’s

F The grid formation helped integrate

title, collected from the exhibitors

photographic elements seamlessly.
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The complex, writing/grid collage drawings derived from each letter were
composed into a unifying grid structure
with supporting text for the ﬁnal poster
/A /. Along with the purely drawn and
typographic components, Nakano incorporated photographs of selected product
designs /B / as images inset into the
letter-grids. A strong rhythm of towering
vertical structures, progressing left-toright from regular and wide to increasingly narrow, governs the poster’s layout
and suggests forward directionality.
The overall linear conﬁguration, which
incorporates contrasts in text weight,
value, and detailing, is punctuated by
the gridlike planar bocks of the individual
letter collages. One version of the poster
was printed for public promotion, while
another was enlarged and mounted as
signage for the gallery’s entry.

A The promotional poster, also used at

the entry to the exhibition space.

Within the space, Nakano implemented
the same strategy for proﬁles of the
exhibitors, structuring a horizontal
conﬁguration of the letter-grids as panels
across a gallery wall /C, D /. Each exhibitor’s biography is typeset in a transparent
plane deﬁned by the proportions of the
modular grid /C /, accompanied by additional inset images of a selected body of
their typical work.
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C This enlarged detail of the initial R composition shows the delicate

quality of typography and line detail in the grid formation.

D A view of the informational wall in the

exhibition space

B The informational panels used in the exhibition

contain biographical information about the exhibitors.
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Paone Design Associates
Philadelphia, PA / United States

Poster
Announcing
a Youth
Orchestra
Performance

The Philadelphia Youth Orchestra is
an ensemble of teenaged musicians
that is attached to the world-renowned
Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra.
Longtime consultants Paone Design
Associates was commissioned to
create the poster announcing a concert
celebrating the Youth Orchestra’s 70th
Anniversary. This poster, as have others,
measured 6’ x 8’ (1.8 x 2.4 m) and was
displayed in the symphony concert hall’s
outoor kiosks.
Gregory Paone, the studio’s principal,
began his design exploration with visual
research through sketching. Because the
featured work in the concert’s repertoire
experimented with the instruments’
sounds, he decided to focus on musical
instruments as a subject. Initial research
centered on shapes and details among
various instruments—scrolls, tuning
screws, keys, and so on /A /. Paone’s early
sketches, mostly in pencil, were quite
small, especially those in which he began
to test out compositional ideas while still
amassing his library of shape references
/B /. Working at a small size enabled him
to record and compare a large number of
possibilities to consider without focusing
on minute details.

C Individual instrument contours on overlayed

sheets of tracing paper

A A selection of ﬁrst rough pencil

studies of instruments’ shapes and
details

B Small-scale studies combining

speciﬁc elements with trace overlay

Larger sketches, which Paone often
executes on tracing paper /C /, further
helped him experiment with ideas for
composition. Moving form elements on
independent sheets of tracing paper
back and forth over each other allowed
him to see how the instruments’ shapes
interacted with each other in different
combinations and positions, which, in
turn, not only presented the possibility of
hybridizing elements in a layered, deconstructed way, but also directed Paone
more speciﬁcally toward which additional
reference to collect.
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G Traced and ﬁlled-in ink drawings

accomplished at a larger scale

The ﬂuid, back-and-forth process led
Paone through a multitude of rough
compositional sketches /D–F /, building
from his ever-growing shape library.
These latter suggest Paone’s relentless
experimentation with conﬁguration and
varying degrees of detail or reduction.
Some of the sketches hint at greater
transparency and the possibility of linear,
volumetric rendering /E /; others test
more compressed space, opaque, and
planar approaches /D, F /. Within this
multitude of possibilities, Paone was
drawn to those of greater reduction; as a
result, he eventually focused on a more
iconic direction and began building a
speciﬁc palette of hard-edged instrument
details /G /, initially traced and rendered
in black ink at a much larger scale.

D Inked-in, reductive and

E A ﬂuid, more complex layout,

F A color sketch with marker

diagrammatic sketch

possibly also suggesting a direction
toward linear rendering

drove the designer to focus on the
reductive approach.
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B

C

D

E

B–E Black-and-white composition studies, second stage

A The pre-ﬁnal conﬁguration

of major form elements

Once Paone completed ink tracings of
the instrument shapes and details, he
scanned them and converted them to
vector shapes. The next stage in his
process was a similar, in-depth study of
composition /A–E /, exploring such options
as tight cropping /B /, complete containment /C /, the addition of supporting line
elements /D /, and varying emphasis on
the amount and scale of positive form
versus negative space /D, E /. This series
of studies was accomplished in black and
white to allow Paone to concentrate on
the speciﬁcs of positive/negative interplay. Eventually ﬁnding a dynamic tension
between the overall mass of a violin’s
outer contour and the detailed, dot/line
intricacy of a ﬂute’s keys, Paone moved
to yet another, more complex stage of
compositional investigation.

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

F–Q Color studies from the third stage,

also integrating typography

Working toward the poster’s ﬁnal resolution, Paone continued to consider
overall composition / F–Q /, but also
chromatic effects on spatial depth and
narrative. Given the classical subject of
the imagery, Paone purposely sought a
contemporary color palette. Variations in
this stage emphasized saturated hues;
the combinations also were unusual,
pairing analogous /H, J, K, N / or complementary hues /F, G, I, Q / to deﬁne dramatic
spatial separation /F, M, Q / or a vibrating,
compressed space /H, J, N, P /. Again,
Paone added other graphical forms
/F, G, M, O, P /, but ultimately decided to
forego these. To integrate the poster’s
typography, Paone alternately explored
the contrast of sharp, horizontal breaks
and staggering alignments with the ﬂute
form’s dominant vertical /G, H, L, O, P /;
and restating that vertical through rotation of the major text elements /R /.
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Paone arrived at a detailed, reductive
icon language that dynamically contrasts
mass, line, dot, curve, and angles of
varied scale. Overlapping positive and
negative forms elicit continual ﬁgure/
ground reversal. The poster expresses
vertical structure, established by toplevel hierarchic text elements at upper
right and the major vertical axis of the
ﬂute. The title type itself is a custom
face of lines and dots—suggesting
musical notation and referencing the
form language—designed by Paone
for the Youth Orchestra years earlier. A
combination of saturated complements
(cyan and red-orange) evokes a contemporary connection with the past, playfully
supporting the poster’s tribute to the
Youth Orchestra’s 70-year heritage.

R The ﬁnal poster, executed as a digital print

